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41st Session of GCC Supreme Council Approves Amended
GCC Patent Law
RIYADH - The GCC Supreme Council held in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia on January 5, 2021, has
approved the Amended Patent Law (Regulation) for the Gulf Cooperation Council. (Bahrain,
Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates)
While the amended GCC Patent Law is not yet available to the public, one critical change is
that the unified patent filing system for all six GCC states will cease effective January 04, 2021.
Patent protection in the GCC states will be available through separate patent filing at the National
Patent Offices, as 12 months priority or PCT national phase applications.
Further information on this matter will be announced as soon as available.
In case you have further enquiries, please contact us at ksa@agip.com
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China’s Amended Patent Law: Major Amendments on the Way
BEIJING - The Standing Committee of the 13th National People’s Congress of China passed
amendments to China’s Patent Law (CPL) on October 17, 2020. The amendments to the law
will take effect on June 1, 2021.
China reformed its patent regime to strengthen the protection of Intellectual Property Rights
(IPR) and create a better environment for investment in China.
Major amendments to China’s patent law:
Patent Term Compensation: Patent term compensation is available if the grant of a patent
is delayed and takes more than 4 years from the date of filing, or 3 years after a request for
substantive examination.
Patent Term Extension: The patentees of innovative pharmaceuticals are allowed to apply for
a patent term extension of up to 5 years.
Open License System: Open license system is introduced for the first time in China. The
patentee may voluntarily license any entity or individual to exploit his patent.
Patent Infringement: Punitive damages are adopted for intentional infringements of patents.
In addition, a fine of not more than 5 times of the amount of illegal earnings shall be imposed.
Design Patents: The term of validity for design patents is increased from10 years to 15 years.
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Brexit Impact on Trademarks and Designs
LONDON - The departure of the United Kingdom from the European Union will bring about
many changes.
An existing EU application or registration currently includes the UK, but Brexit will change
that on December 31, 2020 when the UK formally leaves the European Union. After December
31, 2020, an EU trademark or design registration will no longer cover the UK. This is what
will happen:
1. Granted Registrations: All granted European Union Trademarks and Community Designs
will automatically have protection in the UK as from January 1, 2021 and no comparable UK
registration will be needed until the registration renewal term. All the granted trademarks will
be cloned in our databases also. So we will be able to keep these trademarks under control
in order to inform you about renewal terms or eventual cancellation actions filed by thirds.
2. Pending Trademarks: For pending European Union Trademarks on December 31, 2020, it
will be necessary to register a comparable UK trademark within a 9-months term counting
from January 1, 2021. The application will then be treated as a UK national application and
examined under the UK law. We will timely inform you about the steps to be taken and the
costs involved in order to maintain your rights in the UK.
3. Renewals: All European Union Trademarks and Community Designs with a renewal date
expiring after January 1, 2021 will need to be simultaneously renewed in the UK in order
to maintain your rights in this country. We will inform you about said ‘double’ renewal in
our renewal notices, as usual.
Additional points to note are:
• All mirrored UK registrations will have the same filing, registration, and renewal dates;
therefore separate renewals will have to be done in the UK.
• If you choose us to represent your mirrored UK registrations there is no cost from us to do that.
For further information, please contact us at europe@agip.com
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2020 Year in Review: Top IP Stories and Events
Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property (AGIP) has rounded up the top Intellectual Property stories
of 2020
AGIP
• Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property Earned MIP’s ‘Middle East IP Firm of the Year’ for 2020
• AGIP was Elected Best IP Advisor in Africa 2020
• Launch of New Office in Djibouti
• Launch of Product Certification Department
• AGIP Reduced Trademark Registration Fees in Syria
• AGIP was Awarded Certificate of Appreciation by Dubai Customs
• AGIP Reduced Trademark Renewal Fees in Syria
• New service was introduced in China and Algeria: IPRs Recordation with Customs
West Bank
• Changes in Trademark Practices: a trademark application can be filed along with a scanned
simply signed Power of Attorney; however, the simply signed Power of Attorney should
be notarized, legalized up to the concerned Palestinian Consulate and submitted at the
Trademarks Office within one month as from the filing date.
• Establishment of Registry for Industrial Property Agents
Tunisia
Increase in Official Fees for all trademarks services as from January 27, 2020
Turkey
Increase in Official IP related Fees
Denmark
New E-filing for Designs in Denmark went live on February 17, 2020.
Egypt
• Egypt started the registration of geographical indications for the first time in the country.
• New Patent Applications are Accepted Based on Priority
UAE
Reduction in Trademark Fees
KSA
• Executive Rules for the Compulsory Licensing of Patents were issued
• Value Added Tax (VAT) has been raised from 5% to 15% starting from July 1, 2020
• Sound Trademark Entered in “Registrable Trademarks” Arena in Saudi Arabia
• Surname is Now Registered as Trademark in Saudi Arabia
• Registration of Collective Marks Containing Geographical Indications
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Jordan
Activation of Regulations of Patent Examination. Article 20 of the Jordanian Patent Regulation,
where it is required to pay examination fees.
Syria
Increase in Official Trademark Fees
Italy
Italy Opened its National Route for PCT Applications. The Italian Patent and Trademark Office
confirmed that PCT applicants can obtain patent protection in Italy directly via an international
PCT application, starting July 1, 2020
Cyprus
New Trademark Official Fees
Libya
Trademark Office Resumed Issuance of Official Gazette
Oman
Oman to Introduce 5% VAT
Algeria
Class Heading as Description of Goods is no Longer Acceptable in Algeria
China
Major Amendments on Patent Law
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The Internet is Evolving: Can You Help Pave the way?
By Baher Esmat, Vice President, Stakeholder Engagement - Middle East & Managing Director
- Middle East & Africa (MEA)
In a previous article, “The Internet is Evolving; Are Your Systems Keeping Pace?” I introduced
the concept of Universal Acceptance (UA) of domain names, what it means and why it matters.
In this article, I’m going to touch on the efforts of diverse group of committed volunteers, that
have helped in spreading the word about UA and advancing its adoption at the global level.
Over the past five years their work is what has allowed us to get this far, achi eving important
milestones in making UA a global reality. It is important, because it will not only allow millions
of people around the world to fully access the Internet in their own native languages, it will
also allow billions access to a continuously expanding and evolving domain name space.
To achieve this, a lot of work must be done to pave the way.
The Universal Acceptance Steering Group (UASG) came to be in 2015. A community-based
team of industry leaders supported by ICANN, it has led the effort to prepare the global online
community for the next billion Internet users through the UA process.
To help in furthering the UA cause, the UASG Ambassador Program was launched in 2018.
The program relies on committed industry leaders and UA experts to raising awareness around
UA and Email Address Internationalization (EAI) within their respective spheres and to target
audiences. This is a growing program, and there is great interest in expanding membership. As
of this year, the UA Ambassador Program has a total of 12 ambassadors from eight different
countries namely Benin, China, Egypt, India, Nigeria, South Africa, Turkey, and USA. If this
sounds interesting to you, I strongly encourage you to look here for more information on how
to get involved and become a UASG Ambassador.
Another more recent project launched last year, to complement outreach efforts, was the UA
Local Initiatives. Led by regional community members across the globe, these local initiatives
encourage the more localized sharing of information outreach and promoting adoption of UA
within the region. Their activities generally fall under three areas:
• Technical collaboration. They work with local industry, technology developers, and service
providers to implement UA readiness practices. This can happen in many ways, such as
technical trainings, hackathons, as well as testing websites and email systems.
• General Outreach. They approach regional events where members of the UA Local Initiative
can present UA matters, reports, and case studies to boost wider adoption.
• Public Sector Engagement.-Here, the focus is on engaging with government policy makers,
and relevant standards bodies to discuss readiness of e-government websites. This includes
updating procurement policies to take UA readiness requirements into consideration.
Since the UA Local Initiatives program was launched, several have been set up. For instance,
In Eastern Europe, the local initiative set up represents seven
countries from the region, but there are also more country
specific ones including China, India, and Thailand.
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This is another initiative where more active participation can help expound awareness of UAreadiness efforts. The Middle East region should be part of this unique opportunity and effort.
Whether this is approached as a regional collaborative effort or country specific focus, the need
for your participation is certain. If you are interested in learning more and exploring this, please
email uaprogram@icann.org.
The work of the UASG is important. Made up of representatives from more than 120 companies
(including Afilias, Apple, CNNIC, Eco, i2 Coalition, ICANN, Google, Microsoft, NIXI, THNIC
and Yandex), governments and community groups, it is helping to make the Internet more
inclusive.
The work they do, will allow communities around the world, including those who are yet to
come online, to have full use of the a continuously expanding and evolving domain name space.
But they cannot do it alone. They need committed volunteers from across the world, to help
pave the way to this truly multilingual Internet.
Every effort counts.
For more information on resources from the blog:
UASG Working Groups
UASG Working Group Membership
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Publications

Second Updated
Version of

TAG-ICT
Dictionary
Issued

AMMAN - Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Global (TAG.Global) has issued the second updated version
of TAG-ICT Dictionary, after updating its input and inserting a new set of terms used in daily
life, due to the fact that past months witnessed the launch of a large number of concepts,
terms, technologies, application and protocols of communication.
HE Dr. Talal Abu-Ghazaleh, TAG.Global chairman, said in the dictionary introduction that
ICT plays a signiﬁcant role in our life, and helps our society change into a Knowledge society.
He added that the contribution value of individuals or groups is measured by the contributions
produced by thought and innovation.
For example, it has been easy and necessary to teach the new generation throughout all stages,
using electronic means.
Dr. Abu-Ghazaleh reiterated his intention to continue updating and developing the
dictionaries issued by TAG.Global which are, in addition to TAG-ICT Dictionary: Talal
Abu-Ghazaleh Intellectual Property Dictionary, TAG Dictionary of Legal Terms, TAG
Accountancy and Business Dictionary, Talal Abu-Ghazaleh Dictionary of Patents and Talal
Abu-Ghazaleh Collocations Dictionary.
He also explained that these publications aim at enriching the Arabic language references, and
contribute to knowledge dissemination amongst students and all business sectors, through
specialized scientiﬁc and professional publications.
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